Winter '22

CO01/804 €249
PU79/BEI +COG €119
TR40/125 €145

JG01/401 €245
PU65/NAV €135
TR41/401 €179

JG08/310 €269
PU65/ROS €135
TR40/310 €159

PU79/BEI+COG €119

DR15/742 €199
BE56/NAV €59

TU02/744 €159
TR30/806 €139

PU74/EME+CRE €139

#proudtowearmariemero

PU61/LIL €139
BL03/131 €129
TR40/152 €145
SC66/CAM €85

DR18/744 €209
JG04/801 €209

DR19/718 €229

Marie Méro's new Fall-Winter
22/23 collection has a rich and
comfortable look with great
attention to knitted fabrics ranging
from ultra-thin and fine to coarse
and robust. Warm caramel and
olive colors are contrasted by
lively accents of water green,
floral pink, deep blue and soft
lilac. Over the past few years, life
taught us to be hybrid, not only
at work but also in our daily lives.
The Fall-Winter 22/23 collection
radiates a timelessness where
each piece is not only beautiful
but also comfortable and versatile.
The looks can be worn for a
homeworking day as well as a
shopping trip in your favorite city
or even a night out.

MUSTHAVE:
fresh neutrals for a
touch of elegance.
Wear them ton-sur-ton
or combine with one
of our trending
colors.
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BL03/131 €129
TB06/736 €99
PU77/CRE €139
PU76/BEI €129
CO52/CAM €189
SK01/805 €159

CO04/803 €299
BL03/131 €129
TR54/736 €145

Looking for ways to leave the winter blues behind?
Try adding a few fresh whites to your warderobe for an updated look.
After all, a clean colorpalette radiates elegance. If you prefer your
outfits to have a warmer touch, finish off with a camel teddy coat
or a fun accessory.
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into the wild

3

DR24/749 €229
CA63/ROS €135

#proudtowearmariemero

DR19/718 €229

JG08/310 €269
PU65/ROS €135
TR30/801 €139

Natural and warm colors are enhanced by subtle touches
of color, but also by expressive details. Think of knits with
an optical cable print or checks that can make an outfit
casual, posh or even rebellious.

PU51/COG €115
BL03/131 €129
TR44/403 €159

JG08/310 €269
PU65/ROS €135
TR30/801 €139
BE52/CAM €65
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This season the fabrics look chic and rich. In addition, colors are smoky and
the various caramel and warm beige tones provide beautiful harmonies in your
wardrobe. The faux leather items in our collection are very versatile thanks to
their color palette and fit.
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“Comeback:
the short dress
with a high boot”
DR18/735 €229
CO05/801 €209
BE52/CAM €65
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DR25/806 €219
SK09/806 €149 + SK09/801 €149
CO05/801 €209
GL51/CHO+BEI €75
BA50/CAM €99
TR30/806 €139
BE52/CAM €65
PU76/GOL €129 + SK09/806 €149
DR22/805 €189
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DR14/736 €219

PU61/SKY €139
BL03/131 €129
TR54/155 €129
BE52/CAM €65

CO04/305 €325
PU53/LIL €129
TR30/801 €139

DR12/711 €199
CA63/KHA €135
BE53/KHA €65

#proudtowearmariemero

FINE & CHUNKY
KNITS!
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Knitted sweaters were ubiquitous
on the catwalk. A fine viscose is
alternated with a robust alpaca
wool sweater. The crochet trend
that made its appearance last
summer will also remain an it item
this season.
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Trending colors
FW22/23: orange,
cheerful yellow, ocher,
fresh water blue,
caramel, bright pink,
leaf green.
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PU62/CAM+LIL €125
SK09/801 €149

TU03/305 €189
PU84/LIL €119
TR54/155 €129
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DR18/735 €229
CO05/801 €209

SC64/CAM €85
TU03/305 €189
PU74/GOL+CRE €139
PU79/BEI+COG €119
PU57/NAV+CRE €129
DR58/SKY €159
PU61/SKY €139 + BL03/131 €129
+ TR54/155 €129 + BE52/CAM €65
PU84/LIL €119
PU58/CAM €99
PU61/SKY €139

JG08/310 €269
PU65/ROS €135
TR54/155 €129
BE52/CAM €65

DR12/711 €199
CA63/KHA €135
BE53/KHA €65

PU74/GOL+ CRE €139
TR40/407 €175

wear me,
love me,
keep me…
forever.

DR03/125 €189

Get in the
mood with the
Marie Méro Road
to Freedom Playlist
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Scan the code in the Spotify app

1

Deep blue exudes
guts and luxury, but
still has a soothing
factor. Beautiful in
combination with winter
white, but also a winner
with ocher yellow.
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1A DR58/GOL €159 1B TU02/744 €159 + TR30/806 €139 1C JG01/401 €245 + PU76/GOL €129 + TR41/401 €179 2 DR58/GOL €159 3 PU62/CAM + LIL €125 + SK09/801 €149 4A TU02/719 €159 + TR30/137 €145
4B PU57/NAV+CRE €129 + TR44/311 €149 5A CO04/305 €325 + PU53/LIL €129 + TR54/155 €129 5B PU57/BEI + CRE €129 + TR40/125 €145 5C DR25/801 €219 6 DR05/153 €209 + BE52/CAM €65

DR57/CAM €169
SC64/CAM €85

DR15/742 €199

In 2022
we discover
the perfect
combination
between stylish
and comfortable.

DR12/711 €199
CA63/KHA €135
BE53/KHA €65

TU02/744 €159
TR30/806 €139

JG08/310 €269
PU65/ROS €135
TR40/310 €159

Cocooning is still a trend,
but we are taking it to the
next level this season. Soft
and feminine fabrics are
combined with tailored
blazers and cardigans.
The absolute must-have?
The sleeveless, long cardigan
in alpaca wool: wear this item
over your favorite dress or
pants and finish it off with
a belt for a slim silhouette.

DR58/SKY €159

DR15/734 €229
CA63/COG €135

1 PU76/GOL €129 + SK09/806 €149
2 DR19/718 €229
3 DR05/153 €209 + BE52/CAM €65

DR18/735 €229
CO05/801 €209
BE52/CAM €65

PU57/BEI+CRE €129
TR40/125 €145

PU61/SKY €139 + BL03/131 €129

PU74/SKY+ WHI €139
PU74/GOL+CRE €139
PU74/EME+CRE €139

#proudtowearmariemero

#proudtowearmariemero

get inspired, shop online

www.mariemero.be

